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FOREWORD 

This Paper has been prepared as a preliminary study in the context of a 
Project concerning four detailed case studies on In-Service Training in four 
African Countries, namely, Burundi, Cameroun, Cote d'Ivoire an~ Zimbabwe, for 
consideration as an information document at the Second Consultation on the Training 
of Industrial Manpower to be held in Paris, France, 14-19 September 19~7. The 
final and more detailed study, which wiil be completed in early 1988, will also 
comprise the results of and recoaaendations arising from a survey of up to 
60 enterprises, and national and sectoral training institute~, etc. in each of the 
above-mentioned countries. 

It is hoped that other developing countries will stand to benefit from the 
findings of these case studies. 

This Project is being undertaken by UNIDO jointly with the OECD Development 
Centre. 

It is financed out of a special contribution from the Government of France to 
UNIDO Industrial Development Fund. 
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Education, Training and Industry in Zimbabwe: 
A review of the issues, with particular 

referen~e to in-service training 

In a country that was so recently run on the basis of European skill and 
African semi-skill, in-service training is at the centre of many debates and 
political initiative•. High status in-service training was available in colonial 
Rhodesia, but was disproportionately so for European workers. Rhodesia's 
dependence on a very significant cadre of i .. igrants with fully fonaed skills 
undermined any major national planning of upgrading, professional development, or 
worker iaprovment. Quite suddenly in 1980, with Independence, the terms of the 
discussion were changed. European akill• and knowledge left the country at every 
level, froa apprentice, to journeyman, supervisor to junior aanager. Thi• affected 
very directly the world of production, but it also removed whole segments of skill 
and experience frC""I the public service. Vacancies were filled in the public sector 
qaite rapidly, often on the basis of very considerable educational qualification•, 
but inevitab::..y with very little working experience. There has been virtually no 
attention given to how industry made good it• losses of skill, but vbat is clear is 
that it followed a very different path from the public sector. At the lower levels 
it sought to upgrade and promote many of those who bad been semi-skilled Cvitb 
strong encouragement from the government); at higher levels, recruitment vaa much 
leas rapid, but industry and coaaerce profited from a second haemorrhaging of high 
level skills and knowledge from the public service just a few year• after 
Independence. Thia internal migration, from public to private sectors, carri~d 
over both Europeans and Africans 1/ - the former with years of experience in 
administration, and the latter with at least several years of responsibility in tbe 
exercise of authority. While this migration did not make good industry's losses of 
technolcgical, engineering and management skill, it did allow it in a small way to 
profit from skills and experience for whose training it had not been responsible. 
In the process, the public service had to sustain a double shock, losing 
significant numbers of those who had just begun to offer it some continuity. 

These movement• very directly affected the main instruments ior government 
provision of in-service training - the technical colleges - but they have also 
affected the government department• and sections reaonsible for the planning and 
execution of many measures touching on in-service training. At the very point when 
the government has wanted to stake out a much grgater area of policy responsibility 
for itself in the area of in-service provision, it has had to acknowledge its very 
real difficulties in delivering effective teaching, supervision, and control. 

Several factors have served to make the discussion of in-service training much 
more than a technical ~· a pedagogical matter. Unlike tne school system which has 
been directly in the hands of the State, loc2l coaaunities and the voluntary 
bodies, and which it has been possible dramatically to expand in line with popular 
aapirations, the training system had traditionall.y been very cloaely linked to the 
production system, with the technicAl colleger having very fev students who were 
not directly sponsored by firms. \..ith •pprenticeah1p traditioulllly dependent on 
the needs an11 the sp··>nsorship of ~he .. ploy~n, gove~nment found itself confronted 
by a training syaten that was actually continuing to contract, wnile the education 
system expanded at almost exponential rates. The expansion of in-service provision 
appeared to depend on a private aector that was predominantly foreign-owned. ~ven 
though it was appreciated that apprenticeship numbers could reflect the serious 
reces~ion in industry, this close linking of training pusitions to the fortunes of 
the private sector only served to confirm the view that taaLional aaa~power 
development policies could not afford to be so ~epend .. nt on the interests of 
private capital. 
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From this viewpoint two approches developed. First, there was a much more 
interventionist policy pursued by the State in respect of apprenticeship as well as 
a search for other instruaents to encourage in-service training by industry. And 
second there was a realization that as such measures seemed unlikely dramatically 
to increase numbers under training it would be necessary to develop new and 
imaginative pre-service policies. Such initiatives could be mucn more directly 
controlled by government, and would therefore potentially allow greater freedom of 
.. noeuvre than policies dependent on the goodwill of the private sector. lt is 
e~sential to recognize that the policy shift from in-service to pre-service 
training is fueled by the much larger politics of educated uneaployment. With 
apprenticeship nuabera (new atarta) at just over 1,000 in 1986 (and still falling), 
and other initiatives still numbered only in hundred• of trainees, the sheer 
arithaetic of Form Four (96,000 in 1986) and Form One (169,000 in 1986) baa made 
many policy makers examine the transition from education to training. No less than 
110,000 young people applied for apprenticeships in 1986, and just over 1,000 got 
taken on, for what bas traditionally been seen as the aain form of in-service 
training in Zimbabwe. 

We shall note later oo bow these pressures have aade the Ministry of Labour 
Manpower Planning and Social Welfare examine pre-service, institutional traiaing 
both in the technical colleges and in other settings. But it should also be 
noticed that the Ministry of Education bas recently become aware that if tbe 
numerous products of the secondary schools are to fare better in this traaaition 
from schooling to employment, then they too should seek to anticipate some of tbe 
skills of industry and co..erce within the schools. What this means is that both 
ministries have been rather actively exploring the various options and 80dela for 
pre-employment, pre-s1!rvice and pre-vocational education and training. These 
developments may appe.tr to be conceptually distant from a study of in-service 
education and training; in reality they are intimately connected. Once the State 
had decided to be responsible for an expanded progra..ae of pre-employment 
vocational training (and education), it is not impossible that em9loyera, presented 
wth an aoundant supply of both apprentice applicants and vocational school/college 
trainees of various aorta, will opt for the latter, for whose training costs the 
government or parents have been responsible. In-service training, in the fonr of 
apprenticeship, may further decline in that situation. 

From a policy perspective, it 1m1st be appreciated that if the numbers of 
positions in industsry at a skilled artisan or skilled worker level are finite and 
are growing very slowly, then the applicants in the apprenticeship 110de are in fact 
likely to be in direct competition with applicants in the vocational school or 
prevocational training mode. The same ministry may turn out to be offering 
indu1try two rather different forms of post-form four leaver• - apprentices and 
in1titutionally trained young workers - and to be allowing indu~try to decide which 
it prefers. Then, once the Ministry of Education ha• brought on stream its own 
versions of pre-vocationalization, the choice will be even wider, since both the 
apprentice applicant• and those being in1titutionally trained by the Ministry of 
Labour vill have h~d 1ome additional orientation to the practical. 

In addition to sketching out the various model• of preparation ~ith omich 
g~vern111ent is involved (and these include several mini1tri~1 other than labour and 
education), we mu1t al10 be aware that indu1try and coaaerce have oot neces1arily 
been waitig to 1ee what development• government would come up with. There i1 
evidence that indu1try has been, in 1ome 1ector1, exceedingly active in developing 
it• own training capacitie1. There have been very 1ignificant investments in 
training manager•, training 1yatems and training centre1. The scale of the1e 
developments is not ea1y to quantify, and it ha1 been particularly difficult for 
government to follow and under1tand the dynamic• of these chan1es, such have been 
the demands of their own emergent 1y1te... But it is probably an appropriate 
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moment to recognize what has been attempted by the private sector, and to seek to 
understand the extent to which industry's contribution complements that provided by 
government, or i• attempting to provide a substitute that is completely within the 
control of industry itself. 

In this arena, there is very considerable room for suspicion and distrust. 
Government is frequently characterized as desiring to control all vocational 
preparation, classifying and registering all workers according to a national system 
of categories. While the historical justification for this w•s the need to break 
the bond between skill and race, and to reclassify those cadres who were downgraded 
during the late colonial period, the image of government to many employers 
continues to be that of a body determined to take under its control and regulation 
80re areas of training than it can possibly oversee. On the other side, there 
remains with some sections of government a fundamental distrust of the training 
policies and activities of the private sector. Industry is conceived to be 
deliberately obstructing the expansica of apprenticeship, partly by refusing to 
take on more than a few candidates, and partly by developing alternative syetems of 
skill development. As part of the internal brain drain to which we referred, 
lecturers that were once staffing the technical college• of the public sector, or 
even adainistering part• of the Ministry of Labour, are seen to be running the 
private sector's training centres or managing its companies. Again, there bas been 
no serious research on this trend, but it only takes a handful of well-known cases 
to support an image. (On the general issue of internal brain drain, see 
footnote 1). 

In sunaary, there seems on both sides (industry and government) to be an 
inadequate understa~~ing of what the o:her's motives are. To some extent the 
technical colleges illustrate aspects of this distrust. If they are satisfactorily 
to be responsive to industrial and ccmmercial needs, colleges in Zimbabwe as in 
other mixed economies ·-1st I-ave an iutimate sense of their clienteles - in the 
ho~el industry, electronics. building, automotive and engineering, as well as in 
business, banking, accountin~ etc. Representation on curriculum planning 
coimittee• by industry and comnerce needs to be frequent and routine, and the 
mechanism• for encouraging new courses and getting reimbursement for their costs 
h•ve to be open and well understood. It is widely held that the only problem with 
the colleges is that their salary levels are insufficient to attract or retain 
staff. This is ~ertainly true, but behind this obvious cause is the deeper 
question of who the colleges are serving and who should be consulted on their 
development. : 

Before closing this introductory section, it is worth pointing to a tnird 
crucial factor in the whole area of in-service training and education - apart from 
govenment and industry'. And that is the inl".ividual client, the student or 
Hpirina trainee. Zimbabwe hH a quite extraordinary tradition of interest in 
profeHional and educat'ional imprcvewnt. There are part-time students from the 
very highest office holders in the land down to the operator• of hand-made 
machinery in the informal econooy ~f Mbare and Hagaba on the outskirt• of Central 
Harare. Despite one of' the most r•;J.:d and comprehenaive extensions of formal 
primary and secondary e~ucation in the third world, this tradition of 
self-improvement through education and training survives, and is possibly getting 
even stronger. It is a,n essential element in any understanding of in-service 
training, for the great' majority of those ten• of thousands pursuing part-time 
professional development are actually working, H employees or on their own 
account. The mechani••• that are used to satisfy these educational and 
professional aspiration• are the correspondence co 1 lege• and the independent 
education and training 'cantre1 which offer direct tuition. These networks of 
correspondence and tutorial colleses are alll'>st as extraordinary a traditior. of 
Zimbabwe as the aspirations of their clients. Several of the better known t-ave the 

' 
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very powerful credential of having enrolled thousands of indigenous Zimbabweans for 
examinations that the stratified schooling of colonial Rhode•ia made inaccessible, 
as well as for vocational qualifications that allowed some progress in the 
workplace. They now cater for a much wider range of professional qu3lifications, 
and serve a much wider range of clients. 

But here too there have been suspicions Con the college and the government 
sides~ of each other's intentions. The colleges are sometimes characterized as 
preying on the gullible, while the gov•rnment is perceived sometimes to be more 
concerned with control and ~~gul:tion than with understanding the populations the 
colleges are serving. 'nlere are however in the heart of this aatter some very 
powerful issues for policy, and not least in the area of educational financing. 
Private and colllllUnity initiatives have been crucial to the expansion of basic 
education in Zimbabwe, as have NGOs to the whole real• of non-formal skills 
training. At the level of the private tutorial and correspondence colleges, a 
service is offered to aany areas beyond the reach of government provision without 
putting further burdens on the strained education and training budgets of tde State. 

In subsequent sections, we shall examine some of the most significant aspects 
of the world of in-service education and training. More attention will be paid to 
the areas of technical skill than to management expertise, and some industrial 
sectors will be given more space tha" others. The issue of the in-service traiDing 
for industrial maintenance will be referred to wherever it is relevant. But, like 
the term in-service training, industrial maintenance is not a technical .. tter in 
Zimbabwe. Historically, industrial maintenance was predicated upon European skill 
and supervision and upon African semi-skill and unskill. With L~e collapse of that 
equation, a whole series of expedients have underlined how fragile was the 
systematizaion of maintenance. But res•arching the role of maintenance training in 
the economy is made extremely complex ~y the fact that the emigration of those Who 
had played a crucial role in the organization of maintenance coincided almost 
precisely with the foreign exchange crisis, the consequent impossibility of 
importing spare parts, and the arrival of large numbers of inexperienced artisans 
and technicians in positions of significant authority. These elements co~tinually 
come together in any discussion of the economy of maintenance, and nowhere more 
clearly than in the analysis of t~e crisis in the Central Mechanical and Equipment 
Department (CMED) which seeks to maintain and provide no less than 12,000 items of 
equipment to Zimbabwe's government ministries and departments: 

The two major problems facing CMED were the lack of foreign exchAnge, 
particularly affecting the level of availability of spare parts and preventing 
the effective repair and maintenance of the fleet, and the conticuing critical 
shortage of experienced and skilled staff at all levels. '!;/ 

A. Government initiatives in in-service training, 1980-1987 

The rationale for government intervention in the sphere of vocational 
preparation has already been alluded to, and it is nl)Where more forcefully set out 
than in ?olume I of the National Manpower Survey 1981 (July 1983). '}_/ Most of the 
instrument• in the government armoury are anticip•ted in that document, and these 
include the c~ntralization of apprentice recruitment, the bonding of apprentices, 
the development oi (regional) vocational training centres, the upgrading system and 
the ~rade testing of those classified officially as 1emi-skilled, the interest in 
regulating priv~te sector training in1titutions, the development of 
(pre-employment) institutional training, and the notion of a national grading 
sy1tem, comprising within it a new categori~ation of skilled worker1. A new 
National Manpow~~ Council (NAHACO) was proposed and lastly, the existing levy 
171tem on empl~yers was consolidated and the rate raised to one per cent of the 
wage bill. Tne Manpower S11rvey r~main1 a remarkable document, and is es1enti•l 
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reading for anyone viahing to underatand the original basis of th~ State'• concern 
with vocational preparation. Thia is not to aay that the explicitly socialist and 
political econom;r analysis of labour and capital is necessarily shared by the 
agencies charged with implementing some of the policies charted by the NMS. 
Indeed, it could be argued that in some instances the concern is more with 
extending the role and regulatory functions of the State than with the alteration 
of the relations of production. laplicit in the NMS is an anxiety that vocational 
training (including in-service training) predicated upon the Africanization of tne 
existing relations of production will eventually reproduce a pattern of employment, 
IAlaries and wages that will not be dramatically different f~om the colonial 
dispenaation. 'For exaaple in the public service the ratio between the highest 
paid (the Permanent Secretary) and the loveat paid (the messenger) is 75:1.' 4/ tiy 
implication, it would be a rather different fora of in-service training that would 
challenge tbe exiating wage diffe4entials. 

There ia no apace here to develop some of these larger i11ue1 raiaed by the 
Manpower Survey, but one area may be relevant for hiatorians and aocial 1cienti1t1 
to puraue. And that ia the queation of what particular eleaenta in the larger 
ac~eme of national .. npover development were actually implemented, and whether the 
State has taken on board a number of roles and re1ponsibilitie1 in vocational 
preparation whose original rationale lay in a vision of 1ociali1t tran1for.ation. 

We ahall turn now to look at juat a few of the mechanisms that make up the 
in-service training policy of government. In particular, we shall examine the 
development of apprenticeship, new fora1 of institutional preparation, and the 
instrument which the NMS hoped would 'act as an added incentive to thoae private 
sector organizations that are undertaking progressive training programnes.' - the 
new levy for training. ~./ 

(i) In-service training in the apprenticeahip mode 

In terms of the attention paid to it, there aeema little doubt that the 
apprenticeship sy1tem baa been one of the priority areas for the Kiniatry of 
Labour. Hi1torically 1 apprenticP.1hip had been predominantly European in moat of 
the seven deaignated tradea; it had al10 meant that, because of the tight linkage 
between apprenti~eahip and college attendance, the technical wings of the exiating 
college• were alao European. Apprenticeahip seemed the obvious gateway to skilleG 
manpower development and beyond. Hence the measures mentioned in the Manpower 
Survey. Some of the1e were to en1ure that young people who were likely to emigrate 
did not ai.aply avail tb ... elve1 of Zimbabwe'• limited facilitiea for in-aervice 
training, only to leave anrl work in another country. Thia waa effected by bonding 
apprentice• for four yeara after the termination of their four y~ara of training. 
Another concern waa to try and break the excluaive right of the employer to take 
apprentice• of hi• choice. Thia had re1ulted in the predominantly European 
apprentice profile to which we have referred. Al a matter of hiatorical fact, it 
ahould probably be 1tr•11ed that it waa organized labour more than the employara 
who were re1pon1ible for theae particular pattern• of recruitment; it could be 
argued for a number of indu1trie1 that eaployera were in the colonial period 
actually aeeking to weaken the atranglehold of theae European union• by encouraging 
African• to enter fragmented akill po1ition1. The motive waa not 10 much manpower 
development a1 profit, but it will be worth noting a po11ible parallel with this 
colonial trend in the post-Independence period. 

In any event, with the Manpower ¥lanning and Development Act of 1984 a number 
of these measures anticipated in the Manpower Survey of the previous year were put 
into effect. The centralization of apprentice recruitment IM!ant that, in future, 
applicants would •pply to the regisirar of apprenticea. Applications would b• 
screened and then pre-selected groups would be aent to intereated employera for th~ 
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final 1election to be done at the level of the fira or e1tablishment. Tbi1 mea1ure 
aay have initially been thought of a1 an iP1tr~nt to break the colour line in 
apprentice recruitaent; in fact, by the time it wa1 implemented, the ratios of 
Europeans to African• had already dr ... tically altered. In 1982 there were two 
European apprentice• being taken for every African; by 1984/5 there were five 
Africans to one European. If the racial i11ue was no longer the dominant factor, 
the centralization procedure wa1 ju1tified on other criteria. It was felt that 
urban dweller• and particularly tho1e who lived near the major indu1tries taking 
apprentice• had an undue advantage over young people in the rural area1. !kny 
employers in 1teel town• from ScotlF.nd to USA to Zimbabwe have preferred to take on 
the ions of the fathers who have worked in 1teel. In terms of the adversarial 
relations between gover118ent and industry, thi1 practice can be characterized as 
nepotisa by governaent, but from the point of view of industry, it bringc into the 
workplace someone who i1 1ocially conditioned to indu1trial life. 

With the centralization of recruitment, the State felt it aight be able to 
make apprenticeship a more national provision, by sending to eaployer1 not ouly 
young peole from the rural area• but al10 girl1. Employers still had the right of 
refu1al. Even though the practice was to 1end along to interested eaployer1 at 
least twice •• many candidates as there were places, it was not uncOllmOD for larae 
numbers to be rejected. Again this made for poor relations between government aad 
employer1, especially when employers in some cases in1i1ted on actually teatiD& the 
candidates whom the ministry was already meant to have screened. 

However, standing back for a moment froa the actual procedure• of recruitment, 
it is worth noting that of the approximately 1,000,~JO people in the foraal 1ector 
of the economy in the mid 19801, new apprentice• acro11 the entire country 
(population 8 aillion) made up ju1t about 1,000. In other words the State had 
taken on an extraordinarily complex ta1k to deal with juat a one-thouaandth part o! 
the formal economy. As we have already mentioned, no le11 than 110,000 young 
people applied to the regi1tr•r of apprentice• in 1986, and yet there were only 
ju1t over 1,000 apprentices actually taken on. 'nle 1heer size of the applicant 
body meant that with th~ best will in the world, it would have been an enormous 
task to sort out manually (no computers were involved) 1mall groqpa from the 
mountains of application• and send them along to employers, according to the 
criteria of rural origin, 1ex, excellence etc. In the event, the volume of 
application• meant that very large numbers siaply could not be processed at all. 

We 1hall return to the i11ue of recruitment later, but arguably there are 
several much aore 1isnif icant matters that emerge from a close 1tudy of this key 
group of futu~e in-1ervice trainees. 'nle1e cGncern the pattern and nuaber ~f 
e1tabli1haent1 that are actually involved with the apprentice mode of training. 
Very little work has been done in Zimbabwe on which firm. are taking on new 
apprentices, and it seemed therefore worthwhile to get some 1en1e of the population 
of e1tabli1hment1 involved. Against a pattern of overall shrinkage in apprentice 
number• from 1ome 2,000 new entrant• in 1981 and in 1982 down to around 1,000 by 
1986, 6/ it can be anticipated that the number of firma involved in thi• form of 
in-service training wa1 also shrinking. It .. Y be u1eful to indicate the order ot 
maanitude of involvement of f ira1 in thi1 training acro11 the main seven deaignated 
trades: 
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Number of establishment• taking on new apprentices in 1984-86 7/ 

Trade 1984 19~5 198b 

Printing 15 11 1.5 

Hairdressing 20 36 lU 

Building 13 4 12 

Automotive 72 58 49 

Electrical 67 81 63 

Mechanical 133 128 107 

Aircraft 4 3 4 

Totals of f inu 3L4 321 260 

Total new a22renticea in 
these finu 1 186 1 394 1 164 

Several points need to be made about the patterns that underlie tbeae 
figures. The first is that the apparent total of 260 firm. involved in taking new 
apprentice• is mi1leading; the individual total of f inu involved in eacb 
designated trade is fairly accurate, but a significant number of firms and 
establishments take apprentice• in each of the three area• automotive, electrical 
and mechanical. Thia i1 particularly the case in the finu in electrical and 
mechanical. Hence the actual number of finu involved in taking apprentices is 
well beneath the apparent total. 

A aecond issue is more impc ant for the overall picture. Within most of the 
designated trades a very small number of e1tabli1hment1 is responsible for a large 
number of the apprentices. For instance, within electrical trades, just six finu 
have over the three years - 1984 to 1986 - taken on more than 50 per cent of the 
1,000 odd new apprentices. And what are these six e1tabli1hment1? Zisco Steel, 
Zimbabwe Electrical Supply Authority (ZESA), N•tional Railways of Zimbabwe (NllZ). 
Harare City Council, the Army, and finally the Registrar of Apprentices itself. In 
automotive trades, one institution, the CMED, took on a third of the entire new 
apprentice body in the same three-year period. In mechanical, three institutions 
took more than a third of the entire new intake - NllZ, Zi1co, and the Registrar of 
Apprentices. In the building trades, just three institutions were responsible for 
184 out of the 225 apprentices taken on in this period. These institution• were 
NllZ, the Registrar of Apprentices and the Ministry of Conatruction. What is 
striking about the pattern ia that it i1 the public and para1tatal in1titutions 
that are taking the large numbers of newcomer1. 

If we look acro11 the trades in the mo1t recent year, 1986, for w'1ich figure• 
can be found, the pattern i1 even more clear. Ju1t four bodie1 in the public or 
para1tatal 1ector are re1pon1ible for half of the entire intake uf 1,164. The1e 
four are CHED, Zi1co, the National Railway1, and the Regi1trar of Apprentice1hip. 
It i• worth noting the 1ignificance of the role of the Kegi1trar of Apprentice•, 
which in 1986 took on no fewer than 216 new apprentice1. What thi1 implie1 i• that 
given the continuins 1hrinka1e of apprentice number• the ~tate itaelf ha• t•k•n on 
the role of the employer•, and ha1 proceeded to re1i1ter apprentice• in the 
expectation that they could be placed after trainins. In other word1, with 'he 
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reluctance of regular employers to recruit (especially given the recession of 
recent year•), the State has felt it should intervene to continue the production of 
•killed labour in the event of a later recovery of demand. In the proces•, 
however, we can ob•erve a shift from the older pattern of in-service training to 
•omething much nearer a ver•ion of pre-service training. This pattern has been 
clear in the building trade• for quite •ome time where the Reigatrar has been 
re•ponaible for almost 3/4 of the new recruit• for the last two years. l\DOther 
ver•ion can be detected in the National Railway• Training School. Tne very large 
numbers of apprentices taken on by NRZ in the la•t three years (over 500/ points to 
the fact that there baa been a gradual shift within the railway training system 
from training for their own needs exclusively towards a fora of training for the 
nation. In fact the Railways Training School i• already formally an annex of 
Bulawayo Technical College, and with this latest deveiopment, it i• really becoming 
a new kind of vocational training centre; it is taking on apprentice• that are 
clearly •urplua to the requirement• of the railways, but it i• exposing them during 
th•ir training period to a 1111ch wider range of skilled trades than could be found 
in .. ny other •mall e•tabliah11ent•. Ju•t how these arrangement• work out in 
practice baa not been examined, but it would be valuable to monitor this fora of 
training. It could be argued that through the close as•ociation to a working 
enterpri•e, trainees might benefit in a way that they might not in an ordinary 
vocational training centre. On the negative •ide, it may be wcrth noting that in 
in•titution• taking on a very large number of apprentices such as the Railv~y• and 
the CMED, the ratio of artisan (or master) to trainee is likely to be significantly 
diluted, with deleterious consequences for learning on the job. 

'nte other aspect of the apprenticeship mode of in-aerv{ce training is that it 
is meant to involve release to the technical colleges, idealLy during the first 
year. 'nte staffing difficulties which have continued to plague the colleges since 
the early 1980s do mean that in many cases they simply cannot acc0111DOdate and teach 
the apprentices off the job. Sometimes, apprentices are being offered their 
related period of theoretical training at the college two or three years late. 
Some have even finished their training before they can get access. 

Reviewing the •tatua of apprenticeship in the late 1980s, we can see that 
there are a number of trend• pulling it in different directions. From the 
government aide, a great deal of thought (and much legislation) has gone into an 
attempt to secure this form of training, change it• composition, and 'olster the 
numbers of young people who get an opportunity to enter. Even though rebates from 
the levy fund are automatically available to cover the first two years of training, 
the ,umbers are still running at about half of what they were in the early 19SUa. 
And without the Registrar of Apprentices taking on almost 1/5 of the entire cohort 
in 1986, numbers would have sunk well below 1,000. With the very important role 
played by public and parastatal bodies, also, it means that the completely private 
1ector i• really only taking on something like 500 new apprentices a year. There 
is evidence that the retreat from apprentice1hip is 1till continuing in the private 
1ector. Several firms have stopped taking them, and other• are contemplating doing 
10. 'nte major is1ue i• the complexity and time-con1uraing nature of the recruitment 
proce•1, and the unavailability of college space for the related training. The 
que1tion perhaps needs to be a1ked whether the situation could really be turned 
around by the government abandoning the centralized recruitment 1y1tem1 or perhaps 
modifying it 10 that the emphasis wa• on wonitoring the training being offered in 
industry rather than attempting to recruit and monitor. With the staff that are 
currently on hand, it would appear to be difficult effectively to d~ both. On the 
other hand, experience from other countrie1 (including indu1trialized) would 
1ugge1t that once the State has begun to intervene aad take on the task of takicg 
train••• under it• own wing, employer• may be content to let them do 10, and •elect 
tho1e they want at the end of the training period. 
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(ii) Upgrade training of 1killed workers a• in-1ervice training 

The second a>del of in-service training for industry also has its or1g1ns in 
the National hanpower Survey. It was mentioned earlier that due to the obstruction 
of European dominated trades unions. the employers had actually encouraged Africans 
to undertake a number of fragmented skilled tasks. This trend became aore 
widespread during the war years at the end of the 19701 0 when Europeans were called 
up. There was a case to be .. de for syatea that would allow for a 
re-categorization of soae of the 1eai-akilled. A new set of skilled worker grades 
was developed. and people could apply to be trade tested and be graded, if 
successful on a scale from skilled worker grade 4 to skilled worker grade 1. The 
highest grade (class 1) was deemed to be equivalent to an apprentice who had 
successfully completed his full tera of training. 'nlis trade testing and upgrading 
system came into operation in late 1982, and bas continued to play a role in 
re-cateJorizing some 2,500 workers each year since then. 

Initially, a relatively high proportion of those applying were actually 
awarded class one statu1 (55 per cent in 1982), which po1sibly testifie• to the 
accuracy of the HMS in analysing the existence o· this group. Since then however 
the number• reaching class one by trade testing alone have progressively fallen, 
and in 1986 only 13 per cent of the applicant• were awarded this cl•••· 

Trade-testing (and on-site •••~•1111ent which has also been imple.ented) .. y 
encourage training. but they clearly are not a form of in-service training by 
t;'M!mselves. At a certain point, however, a connection was made between the grading 
system, and the notion thnt the grading might be taken as a starting point for 
in-aervice training that could carry a worker up to a higher grade. Interestingly, 
the motor industry had started doing operator training Cat skilled and semi-skilled 
levels) in 1981 at two sites, Msasa io Harare and Westgate in Bulawayo, and it was 
these which were taken over in 1983 to become th~ focus of the in-service training 
component of the upgrade progruae. With the takeover, tbe neu vocational training 
centres (VTCs) were to branch out into other trad~•, greatly assisted by French and 
German bilaterial co-operation. But in term• of tracing the d~velopment of the 
in-service training of employed workera, it is instructive to aee how, within a 
five year period, the conception shifted from an industry initiative designed to 
meet the skill shortages within their own categorization of labour to one with a 
much broader orientation towards multi-1killed training. 

In it• first incarnation, the motor industry's concept was linked to their 
system of semi-skilled operator• (grades 5, 4, 3) and •killed operators 
(grades 2.1), all of which were beneath the skill of the journeyman. lo an attempt 
to accoaaodate the 4 skilled worker classes of the government, a conversion 
exerci1e was carried out which made grade 5 into a workshop hand, made the motor 
trade'• grade 1 into a •killed worker cl••• 1, and 1queezed the others in between. 
The detail i1 only worth attending to because it relates to a much larger 
di1cu11ion about the indu1try-ba1ed 1y1tea1 of job categories and their 
implications Zor mobility and training; and to these we will return. 

But to continue the progre•• from an industry-based training centre to a 
government centre used by industry. We should note the lengthening of the training 
cycles. The old semi-skilled operator grade 4 had received 1 week training; the 
conversion to •killed worker gra~e 4 had altered the training manuals to 4 week8; 
and finally with the bilaterial co-operation the 1y1teaatization and lengthening of 
training had gone further, with each training year comprising two training cycles, 
and with a growing concern that the centre-bated trainins 1hould also become part 
of a more general understanding with the employer ab~·•t what kinds of experience 
need to be acquired on the job. 
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The upgrade training, however, once it had acknowledgeJ that trade-testing by 
itself, while useful, would not develop the skills of people in industry, soon 
turned into a scheme which would carry a worker from class 4 right up to class 1, 
over a period of four or more years. In other wcrds the VTC model as it developed 
in Maasa must be seen as properly a dual system in which a worker, once identified 
as able to profit from the scheme, will routinely stick •ith the project till 
he/she reaches class 1. During classes 4 anrl 3, two blocks of 6 weeks are spent in 
the VTC, and during classes 2 and 1, two blocks of 12 weeks are spent there. What 
this means is, inevitably, that there have to be something of an understanding with 
the employer. 'Dle employee is engaged in a really major piece of in-service 
training that stretches over four to five years. This i$ something fundamentally 
different frOlil being sent for a week or two of upgrading. It is for this reason 
that there has been discussion of formalizing the whole process through a series of 
'traineeship contracts', so that the employer is aware of his side of the bargain. 

Taking the long view of the VTC mode and comparing it with the apprenticeship 
mode is instructive. Both were born in a somewhat adversarial relationship with 
the employers - the one through the centralization of recruitment, and the upgrade 
scheme through the encouragement of the individual worker to come and get 
him/herself trade-tested, regardle•s of the wish of the employer. However, in the 
case of upgrade training, there is obviously no way that it can continue over the 
full cycle without the active cOUDitment of the employers to their side of the 
bargaiL In effect this means that for a parallel system of vocational training to 
apprenticeship the employer is given a great deal more say in the case of the VTC 
mode than in the other. Admittedly, no one can go to the VTC without first being 
trade-tested or assassed on site, and then being registered with the registra1 in 
the Ministry of Labour. But it seems now quite likely, as employers get a sense of 
the quality of the VTC training, that they will be even vying to get their own 
candidates accepted. 

Several other points are worth making about the VTC mode of upgrade training. 
Unlike the pool of applicants for apprenticeship, we have no sense of ;he size of 
the group who would like to attend. We do have accurate figures on number~o 
have been tested and assessed, and these run at about 2,500 each year (probably 
more a reflection of the manpower and facilities available for testing than of the 
real demand from industry). But we do not know how many of those tested actually 
wanted to proceed for u~grade training. Secondly, as the upgrade training moves 
towards a coherent scheme of traineeship contracts, the same young people will be 
attending the centre over at least a three-year period, with obvious consequences 
for the size of the total throughput. What this implies for the VTC system 
nationally is that two institutions will only be able to cope with a small element 
of the potential market. Thirdly, there is some evidence that the VTC system is 
becoming younger, and although the regulation period of attendeance in industry 
prior to release had been three years, a precedent has been set for reducing this 
to just one. 

(iii) From upgrade training to pre-employment training in the VTC mode 

At the very point that the upgrade training model is just finding its feet in 
its new Msasa premises (it moved from the old motor trade location), yet another 
model of VTC is being born. On the same site as the headquarters of the 
Directorate of Industrial Training at Belvedere in Harare, a new form of direct 
entr¥ training will be started in early 1988. The students have been selected, the 
premise• are ready, only the instructor• are hard to come by. As we have impled at 
variou1 points in chi• account, the 1hift from an in-service to a pre-1ervice mode 
has tended in Zimbabwe (a1 in other countrie1) to be driven by the politic• of 
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youth employment or rather youth unemployment. In addition, it may appear that the 
direct entry mode is not dependent on employers, whether p~olic, parastatal or 
private, in the way that apprenticeship and upgrade training are. 

In reality a very serious attempt has been made to conceptualize direct entry 
training (straight from school) in a way that accords with the principlP~ being 
hauaered out in the Msasa VTC. This is certainly facilitated by the ~ ~ bilateral 
agency - the West Germans - being involved with both. 8/ But it is a ry 
different model: a l 1/2 year compulsory training phase can lead off eitne= 
directly to the labour market. to a reduced apprenticesnip contract. or into a 
training process of four years (in all) which will carry the young person through 
to the same goal of class l skilled worker aG the apprenticeship or the upgrade 
training system. This four-year system is probably seen as the ideal option since 
it marries the initial institutional training to two periods of work on the job 
with release for advanced training in the second and the last year. However. like 
all institution~l training it places a much heavier burden on the institution to 
locate the work placements in industry. and to ensure that the initial trainiug 
carries industry along with it. 

Once this new version has come on stream. there will be no less than three 
versions of vocational preparation on offer to employers. all under the authority 
of the Directorate of Industrial Training of the Ministry of Labour. All will 
require the co-operation of the employers to become viable. It therefore seems 
exceedingly unlikely that employers will not be encouraged to recruit freely from 
the direct entry system. In this situation it may well then appear anomalous for 
two of the systems to offer a rather free hand to employers in approval and 
selection, and the other (older) system of apprenticeship to be surrounded by the 
complexities of the centralised arrangements. 

One thing is certain, and that is that the sheer novelty and diversity of 
options will imply a great deal of di2semination to employers, and the development 
of rather active systems of consultation on curriculum, placements. rotation, etc. 
But as systems proliferate. it becomes increasingly important not to talk generally 
of employers but to have a c:ear idea of the specific patterns which employers are 
involved with. For example. in the automotive industry we mentioned that a sinP,le 
institution - CHED - was t~king no less than a third of all new apprentices over 
the past three years. The remaining apprentices were being taken by some 7u 
different firms. In the VTC Msasa by contrast. a sample of some 160 different 
automotive trainees taken from the last several years suggests that almost 90 firms 
have been involved. and a preliminary review would indicate that the upgrading 
scheme has been able to tap into a somewhat different part of the labour market 
than apprenticeship. For in-service training schemes to flourish, it will be 
essential for the organizers and the instructors to be aware of the needs and 
interest of the particular employers' constituency. But even more important, for 
in-service schemes to flourish, the instructors themselves have to earn the respect 
and confidence of the employers. We have already noted how the sheer absence of 
instructors in the technical colleges baa threatened the very framework of 
apprenticeship, and the same could easily happen with upgrade and direct entry VTCs 
if this does not get regarded a• the single most vital component of the whole 
exercise. 

(iv) Other versions of institutional training and their relationships with 
in-service training 

Beyond the three models already discussed, the Ministry of Labour has further 
versions of vo~ational preparation in operation. These are worth briefly alluding 
to since they do illustr1te sollW!thine of the delicate balance that exists between 
the pre-service and in-service mode• of vocational preparation. They a110 
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exeaplify •oae of the issues and proble .. involved in developing a multi-level, and 
aulti-inatitutional fora of vocational preparation that still retains a degree of 
unity and ccherence. The first of these is a Vocational Training School (as 
opposed to a VTC) and the flagship of vhat was expected to develop into a series of 
these is cle~rly St. Peters Hubatana 1 just outside Harare. In the original 
blueprint for this kind of institution, it was conceived of as really a kind of 
post-school training system vhich would take some of the many drop outs at the end 
of fora II and offer these school leavers an alternative education aystea with a 
practical bias hence providing pupils with a foundation froa which they can 
progress up the t~~hnical training ladder to artisan, technician and professional 
levels. 9/ 

However, what was conceived and executed in the late 1970s by the Catholic 
Church as a three year full time training centre was later overtaken by the 
draaatic expansion of four years secondary education. By the time the Ministry of 
Labour identified it in 1984 as a 'model vocational training school', it was having 
to face a different pattern of educational aspirations, and was in effect offering 
skill training in two years part time. The participants were no longer school 
leavers but fora ill and form IV youngsters who were also trying to pursue their 
0-levels. The sheer speed with which institutions get overtaken by events is 
perhaps inevitable in situations where educational access is being democratized on 
the scale of Zimbabwe, but it does mean that a skill training centre aay well have 
to rethink its clientele, curriculum, and connection with national certification as 
much as three times within a decade. 

St. Peter• has in fact been endowed (by Kiaereor in West Germany) with the 
kind of equipment on which a very thorough grounding in vocational and industrial 
skills can be acquired. It also has a level of trained instructor (and a level of 
coanitment) that could ensure the transfer of such competence. Where only a third 
of a student'• time ia being used directly with these facilities, it could be 
argued that there is an under-utilizati~n of the technological capacity of the 
available plant. Of the three crucial factors of production (plant, instructors 
and clientele), it may be that St. Peters does have the first two, but could 
perhaps serve the needs of the high density areas around it more directly at the 
form IV leavers' level. While plant and instructors of the quality of St. Peters 
are not going to be coaaon-place at the school level in Zimbabwe for some tiiae to 
come, it does at least raise the question of whether this model vocational training 
school ourht not to be following very closely the curricular and linkage 
development• underway in Belvedere and Ksaaa. 

On the question of whether the VTS will gradually develop 6 .~twork of such 
institutions around the country, it is still too e•rly to say. There is apparently 
at least one other (in Honde Valley) also linked to the church, 10/ but a good deal 
would •eem to depend on whether the VTS model •hifts upwards to po•t form IV, or 
whether it remains in school, running in parallel with the 0-level classes. Of 
course, the latest set of events to overtake the posaible future planning of any 
network of vocational training schools is the national initiative to vocationally 
orient all secondary education. To this we will return later. 

The second model of institutional training worth noting i• at Mutare Technical 
College. Thia too, like St. Peters, and all the other technical college•, is under 
the Directorate of Institutional Training, as oppoaed to the Directorate of 
Indu1trial Training with which our f ir4t three model• were connected. What make• 
Mutare important in any di1cu11ion of the balance between in-1ervice and 
pre-service mode• of vocational preparation i1 that it is in fact direct entry 
craft level training, 1uch a• i• 1hortly to 1tart at Belvedere. After one year of 
1olidly college-ba1ed training (in 1986 when the 1cheme •tarted), the 1tudent1 can 
go different way• - trying for apprentice1hip, enteri1.g technician cla11e1, or 
continuing with arti1an training in the college, inte1·1per1ed with, ideally, long 
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s£ndwiches in industry. It has not in fact been possible to v1s1t this new model 
and assess how the crucially iaportant links with local industry have developed, 
nor what is the pattern of options that has finally emerged. But clearly because 
it does constitute another versicn of direct entry training, it is essential to be 
able to conceptualize it within the same framework of vocational preparation as the 
other options. 

It seeas likely that the tensions between the in-service and pre-service use 
of technical college facilities are certain to take some time to settle down. Oo 
the one hand where plant has been built at considerable expense (whether with local 
or external funds) there will be pressure to fill up classes, and make use of the 
scarce lecturers, especially in situations where the college is new and industry 
not sensitized to its use. The same thing has actually happened in other colleges 
than Kutare, where saall classes of sponsored students have been joined by 
'in-fill' students not sponaored by any employers. This produces presuaably a 
situation in which both pre-service and in-service students are being taugnt at the 
same tiae, the one with guaranteed access to an industry setting and the one 
perhaps having to find a location, by hiaself or with the help of the college. 

What needs to be monitored in this situation of a shifting balance between 
pre-service and in-service training are obviously the actual quantities of students 
involved, and the new patterns of access to industry or co...erce that they aanage 
to develop. What also should be anticipated (whether at the craft level in tlutare 
or at the graduate level (of B.Tec) in Harare) is the need to involve the potential 
employers in a major consultative exercise across the whole range of new courses 
that are being piloted. Such has been the rate of development of new initiatives 
in the field of vocational preparation that it cannot be assumed that the national 
empl~yment councils of the various industries are aware of the implications for 
their own membership of the following developments: 

The emerging patterns of functional, upgrade training at Msasa (and 
Westgate) 

The January 1988 start-up of direct entry training at Belvedere 

The 1986 start-up of direcc entry training Kutare 

The shrinkage in apprentice numbers (outside the public and parastatal 
sectors) 

The distinctive quality of the St. Peter's Kubatana vocational training 
school. 

(v) ~Zim~abve ~neover Development Fund (ZlMDEV) as an instrument of 
1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng 

~lthough there had been a small levy operating in the late colonial period, it 
w~s again the National Manpower Survey and the new activities of the then Ministry 
of Manpower Development* that brought in the notion of an expanded levy of 
1 per cent of the wag~ ~,;11. This became effective in January 1983, and it was 
anticipated that the mo~~y thus raised could be used as an added incentive for 
private sector firms undertaking 'progressive training programmes'. By 1986 this 
levy, operating across a population of some 15,000 establishments, was bringing 
into ZlHDEV a levy income of just over 24,000,000 dollars in one year. Crucial to 
any study of in-service training must be an understandin& of what leverage this 
rather lar~e source of funds has proved to have. ls it possible to detect patterns 
of 'progressive training progra11111es' in industry which have received rebates as the 
National Manpower Survey anticipated? Can the ZIMDEV levy be held to have had any 

* Manpower Planning and Development. 
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direct effect on appre&tice numbers? Has Zimbabwe managed t~ be any more 
auccesaful than aeveral other countriea wh~re it has been founo that levy funds 
110unt up, either becauae eaployers chooae to r~gard it as a tax or the procedures 
to get the 110ney back are simvly too coaplicated? It is not intended here to make 
any serious evaluation of these aatters, which would clearly require a .. jor 
research inquiry, but just to give so~ indications of trends that are perhaps 
detectable froa what data can be found. 

There is in fact little publishe•. work an tbe levy fund, but it is clear tbat 
in respect of certain categories of training th~re is something approaching a 
standing obligation to reimburse. For a whole aeries of other couraes, however, it 
would appear that the ZIMDEV 'liat of approved training eligible for 1ebates', 
which ia iasued each year, can actually be deployed as a .. upover planning 
instru11ent. 11/ Thua, apprenticeship and upgrade training are now auta.atically 
reimbursed viehout the need for the employer to .. ke auch 110re than a notification 
of the fact that workers are at Hsasa or Westgate. The fact that all apprentices 
and upgrade trainees are already registered with the directorate of industrial 
training doubtless facilitates this. 

By far the largest part of the money that is actually paid out goea to the 
reimbursement of apprentice-costs in their first and second years, during which 
ti11e it is assumed that they are learning to be productive. In 1986, the firat and 
aecond y£«r apprentice• coat the fund 11.2 million dollars. Thia preau.ably covers 
the approximately 2,500 who were either in their firat or aecond year of training. 
It i• not knovn however whether the intention is eventually to cover the costs of 
other kinds of direct entry recruits such as those at Belvedere (ic 1988) or even 
those doing craft training in Hutare. It could perhaps be argued that there isn't 
auch difference between the 25 per cent of the 1986 apprentices who have no 
eaployer, but are under the umbrella of the registrar of apprentices and those who 
are direct entry recruits. But the issue could be put the other way round: Is 
there a rationale for some direct entry craft level traine~s to be paying their own 
fees, while another group would appear to be being charged to ZIMDEV at 
approximately 4,400 dollars per person? (11 million by 2,500). With the 
possibility that direct entry training, initially unlinked to employers, coulo 
rapidly expand, these questions are worth raising. for instance, two years of 
direct entry at Belvedere and at Hutare could come close to 2,000 students, which 
reimbursed at the same rate, would take the bulk of the avKilable moneys. 

It thus becomes crucial to understand to what extent the ZIMLJ~V money 1• 

covering at the llOlment many of the other forms of training in industry and 
ca..erce, whether COllpany training scheme•, 1upervisor training, development of 
junior management or whatever. To this end, the available data for the laat two 
year• have been examined in reapect of employer• who applied for training rebate• 
other than for VTCa and apprenticeahip. In the first year for which data ia 
available (1984), the categorization was inaufficiently precise to allow Any 
judgement to be made, but the picture for 1985 is a good deal more clear: 

Number of 

Firms 
Trainees 

1984 

76 
416 

1985 

77 
640 

rebates, 

1986 

77+ 
? 

(The clo•ing date for 1986 training was 20 July 1987; the final f Lgure will 
be a little higher. Number of trainee• i• not yet processed; so the employer 
figute in 1986 i• applications rather than succesaful applicationa). 
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The first point that is rather startling is that apparLntly the total number 
of employers who applied for any category of training other than those that are 
al110st automatic {VICs and apprenticeship) was steady at around 77 out of 15,000 
over a three year period. It is possible that in earlier years perhaps more 
eaployers applied than finally were successful, but if the 1986 applications are an 
indication to go by, then the total aay not have been much greater. In point of 
fact the figure for successful applications is likely to fall well below 7 7 in 
1986, since this nuaber has not yet been weeded out. 

Eaployers at any rate have not been applying in large numbers over this 
three-year period, and their readiness to do so aust be attributed to a combination 
of what is laid down in the details of approved training and to their experience of 
earlier years. As far as the 1~85 trainee nuabers are concerned, eaployers will 
have been guided {or discouraged) by the 1984 and 1985 eligibility rules and by 
their earlier experience. It .. y therefore be useful in sumaary fora to la) out 
the broad categories which were intended to attract rebates for in-service training 
during that time: 

{a) Ex-combatants and ex-refugees engaged in apprenticeship training 

{b) Regular apprentices {this was handled automatically) 

{c) Recognized training to acquire a rofessional ualification in mana emeot 
courses offered ~y the following institutions associations. Here 
followed a list of 20 professional institutes, societies and 
associations. Also one line mentioning Government Institutions -
National Intermediate Diploma, National Diploma ~nd Higher National 
Diploma. And a further line mentioning any other courses with the 
approval of the Ministry of Labour. Ky underlining added). 

{d) Post-qualifying practical training necessary go acquire a professional 
ualification or membershi of a rofessional institute registered or 

recognized in Zimbabwe. Here followed: Engineering cadets (Society of 
Engineers); pharmaceutical cadets; Institute of the Motor Industry; 
City Guilds of London Institute; Learner Miners; and any other 
technical training approved by Ministry of Labour •• ) - my underlining. 

(e) Training given in the following trades and professions. (Here followed a 
list of 4 technicians: dental, lab., survey and pharmacy; 3 mechanics: 
agricultural, typewriter, cash-register; 3hoe designers and dress 
designers; electronic engineers, flight engineers, pilots, 
horticulturalists and opticians; and then watch repairers, loom tuner• 
and sewing machine machanics, and well-sinkers (at least bO ft.) 

Some further notes were added in the 1985/86 edition which may have had au 
impact on those who applied for that year 

For a training prograaae to be considered, it should either: 

( i) Have a clearly structured training schedule - showing both theory and 
practical content, organized preferably on a competency based training 
prograane 

(ii) Culminate in an acceptable assessment and accreditation system reflecting 
both practical and theory aptitude level 

(iii) Have clearly stated and realistical set time period of training logically 
proportioned between the practical and theory training 

(iv) Be admir.istered by qualified trainers. 
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Several meaaages come aero•• rather strongly from this set of guidelines. 
First, there is a very strong support for tbe notion of a full professional 
qualification, and for the induction training necessary to lead to membership of a 
professional inatitute. Second, there is not a very strong steer towards 
goverm.ent institutions, though their diplOll&s are mentioned. Thirdly, there is a 
poasibility that other courses meeting the approved conditions could be agreed by 
the Ministry. In the event, the great bulk of successful applications in 1985 vere 
those pursuing induction or exaai.nation for professional bodies and institutes. 
Apporoxi .. te figures for some of the most popular of these were as follows: 

Approx. totals 
for 1985 

atartered Accountants (CAs) 177 

Chartered Institute of Secretaries and 
Administrators (CIS) 82 

Zimbabwe Association of Accounting 
Technicians (ZAAT) 53 

Institute of Administration and Co111aerce (IAC) 31 

Institute of Bankers (IOB) 23 

Chartered Institute of Insurance (Cll) 11 

In the technical field, there were large numbers 
of learner miners (152), engineering cadets (24) 
and assayors (11) •• a total of 187 

Overall 574 

This means that the six professionai associations and the three more technical 
induction periods took by far the bulk of the 640 successful applicants in 1985. 
There vere in addition some 15 other professional institutes which bad numbers 
ranging from one to seven. There were only two technicians. The other interesting 
point that may be noted ia that just ten firms and establishments were responsible 
for no less than 277 out of the 387 successful applications in the professional 
field. While just four mining companies along with the National Railways were 
responsible for virtually all the technical applications. In other words - like 
the pattern ~f apprenticeship sponsorship - some 2/3 of the entire successful 
applications were drawn from about 14 individual companies. 

In terms of the ability of the ZIMDEV levy to act as an instrument for 
privileging and encouraging certain activities and discouraging others, there are a 
few le11on1 to be learned from thi• admittedly rather thin data 1et. First, the 
1heer act of 1pecifying by name the 20 profes1ional institute• wa1 obviou1ly 
influential in getting the training manager• or per1onnel .. na1er1 of tbo1e 
particular companie1 1upporting such ar.tivitie1 to apply. Equally, however, the 
ab1ence of any specific reference to particular course• in the government'• 
technical college• wa1 pos1ibly al10 influential in a negative way. ln addition, 
the ab1ence of any 1pecific examples of rebateable in-plant training may have 
di1couraged training m~nager1 from trying to make a ca1e for their training 
centre1. They would have been further di1coura1ed doubtle11 by the very heavy 
empha1i1 upon long tal'1D cour1e1 and profe11ional qualification1. ln point of tact, 
1everal finu did both in 1985 and in 1986 apply for all kind• of 1hort term ~l day 
to 2 week) trainin& cour1e1, but the1e were in 1eneral di1allowed. 
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Possibly learning a lesson from the pattern of applications from 1985, the 
1986/7 approved rebate regulations have sought to be very much more specific. 
Instead of a one-line reference to governaent institutions and their diplomas (in 
the 1985 rules), there are al90st two full pages of very specific courses to be 
taken at the National Certificate level (7); at the National Intenaediate 
Diploaa (19); at the National Diploma (19); and at the National Kigher 
Dipl..,.a (3). By contrast the suggested support for courses offered by professional 
institutes and societiec bas shrunk from 20 to 10. The clear thrust of tnis very 
.. jor change in specificity 8USt be an atteapt to encourage attendance at national 
training in•titutiona. Unfortunately it will not be possible to discover this year 
whether the changed direction of the publicity was really effective, since the 
guidelines on what would be supported for 1986 vent out just a few months before 
the closing date. It will be a further year before it will be possible to gauge 
any iapact. 

I. second interestiAg lesson learnt from the previous years is perhaps that 
industry and commerce's continuing preference for short aanagement courses should 
be diverted into the Management Training Bureau (MTB) which is run by the ~inistry 
of Labour. In view of the fact that the whole array of tailor-made short courses 
offered by the private and voluntary sector have not attracted rebates (presU11ably 
because of their shortness and alleged high costa..,-;-the following note in the new 
guidelines is perhaps indicative of this same concern that the private sector 
should be encouraged to use public sector courses: 

N.B. MTB courses have not been listed for rebate because they are in fact 
heavily subsidized by both State and ZIMDEV hence the very low fees, and 
are f~r short durations, to minimize many hours lost to the employing 
organizations while addressing specific management problems to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization. 14/ 

We return at this point to something of the adversarial quality that has 
animated private sector discussion of centralized apprenticeship, and here is 
concerned with the private sector's preference for management courses run by the 
Zimbabwe Institute of Management, the Institute of Personnel Management, and many 
other both profit-making and non-profit-making bodies. Such courses are generally 
not able to attract rebates, and yet ZIHDEV funds (from the private and parastatal 
sector) were used for the Management Train~ng Bureau, in the hope that 1t would 
attract clients from both the pu~lic and private sectors. The key issue, it woulo 
appear, is not the shortness of the courses (to judge from the above note) but 
their sponsorship. In terms of in-service training of both junior and senior 
management which many would argue is actually a higher priority in the private and 
public sectors than the vocational preparation of skilled workers, it seems 
unfortunate that there should be this polarization. With the longer courses, there 
is possibly less of a problem since the rebate regulati~ns suggest both the 
management courses in the technical colleges as well as the diplomas of the 
Institutes of Marketing Management, Industrial Management and Cost and Management 
Accountants. 

\aking the longer view of the role of a levy grant system in a mixed economy, 
~ number of sU111111ary points could be made about the present impact of the scheme on 
n-service training and education. 

l. The scheme has achieved some sort of stability in respect of apprentices 
and VTC upgrading which in combination, in 1987, will probably account for almost 
half uf the $24 million likely to be rai1ed. However, we have noted that other 
direct entry schemes are going to pose policy dile ... s for government as their 
numbers conceivably rise to challense apprentice numbers. 
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2. On the aanagement and induction training side of the scheme. the take-up 
by employers has been cons:rained to a minute fraction of the potential clientele. 
and in the most recent accounting (1985/6) of grants for these areas. 884 1 000 
approximately was paid out. Arguably the take-up ha~ been inhibited by the lack of 
clarity about what could be rebated. and at what levels. The impression that 
nothing except professional courses leading to recognized qualifications is likely 
to be funded is widespread. and is to some extent justified by the only available 
data. 

3. In the most recent year's regulations there is strong evi~ence of 
encouragement to use national training institutions such as t~e technical colleges 
and the MTB. While this i• entirely justifiable, it is also true that more has 
been written on the chronic shortages of qualified staff at these government 
training institutions than on any other single aspect of training. So long as 
block or year long release for apprentices and othe~ trainees cannot be guaranteed. 
industry will continue to be tempted to aake its own training arrange.eats. The 
speed with which much of industry has appointed training manager• ia in .arked 
contrast with the instructor vacancies in the public sector. 

4. ZIMDEV funds have been very significantly in surplus since the inception 
of the scheme. Prior to the 1987 additions (of approximately 24 aillion), there 
was 50 million in surplus. Kost of this had been theoretically allocated to 
building programmes in the technical colleges for the period 1986/87, but 
expenditure has been minimal thus far. Many industrialists and policy-aakera 
concerned with the quality of training regard !.he recruitment and retention of 
instructors and lecturers at national institutions as being one of the first calls 
on ZIMDEV funds. 

5. Lastly. and possibly as important as any other point, the ZIMDEV fund has 
in many ways had the result of souring relations between government and industry 
and commerce. There would appear to have been little consultation on the rules and 
regulations for rebates. The National Manpower Advisory Council would be one 
obvious focus for such discussion. but that body bas just 1 in late 1986 1 begun to 
meet in a regular vay 1 and its specialist industry coaaitteea who could well be 
charged with detailed advice on courses and training within particular trades are 
only in the formation stage. There is thus something of a policy vacuum. and very 
little of routine consultation amongst government, employers and unions on the most 
urgent training needs by sector. In t~e absence of such mechanisms, it should not 
be surprising that there is the wildest speculation about the utilization of ZlMDEV 
funds - much of it quite irresponsible. 

B. Private and parastatal sector initiative• in in-service training 

One of the private sector's coaaonest complaints to government is that since 
Independenc~ they have done a great deal of training, very little of which haJ 
attracted any recognition, let alone rebate. from government. The impression given 
apparently is that in the eyes of government many of these private sector 
initiatives have been in competition with national schemes. or have even been 
designed to subvert or circumvent government provision. Industry, on its side, may 
well feel that it cannot afford to wait year after year for the government to put 
its training hou1e in order. This is obviously not the easiest 1ituation in which 
to attempt an analysis of in-1ervice training in indu1try, since, as we mentioned 
at the outset, the concept can be under1tood to be more than just a technical or 
pedagogical issue. 

Nevertheles1, there are a number of broad issues which may be mentioned. The 
research ba1e for some of these observations is slender. Only a relatively small 
nwaber of indu1try ba••d training 1chemes, centre• and schools have been visited. 
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The vieva of eaployer associations a'O'! confedecations have been sought, but it has 
not been possible to reviev at all satisfactorily tbe position of tne unions on 
training policy. Visits have been restricted to Harare. In view of these aany 
shortcomings, the concentration in this much aborter section of tne paper vill be 
eore on t~e tendencies and trends that would profit from closer examination and 
further research and less on detailed discussion of preliminary data. 

Perhaps the first point that needs to be stressed in the present economic 
cli .. te of industry in Ziabtbwe ia that the skills and .. npower issues are by many 
industrialists perceived aa being aleost the least i.aportant factors responsible 
for constraining output. 15/ Foreign exchange, aaterials and spares are light 
years in front of factors"""Iike labour skills - whether aanagerial or technical. We 
have in fact suggested at the beginning of this paper that this aay be too 
simplistic a way of stating relative priorities. It also see .. clear that the 
absence of spares and foreign exchange has wreaked dr ... tically eore havoc in 
organizations with an already weakened repair and .. intenance capacity. There is 
no eore vivid teatieony to the negative interaction of these two factors than the 
four volume .. negement study of the Central Mechanical Equipment Departaent. 16/ A 
very fragile repair and maintenance facility can be devastated by the need to~ 
switch from a replacement mentality to the need to adopt policies of preventive 
maintenance. The implicatior~ f~r staffing in a preventive maintenance regiae are 
very major, and involve every ' :1 from .. nagement, to accoantant to skilled 
worker. Admittedly the sancti imposed on the UDI economy had accustomed auch of 
industL"Y to thinking local in terms of technological adaptation, use of .. teriala 
etc. But with Independence, Zimbabwe lost a great deal of its hard won 'tradition' 
of repair, maintenance and technological adaptation. 

Here we shall look briefly at a small number ~f issues tnat seem important. 
Amongst these, it will be vorth noting some of the developments in job grading and 
job evaluation - and the implications of these for training as well as for the 
go~ernment's skilled worker classes. It may also prove useful to give some sense 
of the diversity of 'industry', examining the different training traditions within 
particular sectors. Finally, it could be valuable to point to a number of issues 
that are simply not getting much attention. 

(i) In-service training of workers other than skilled 

One of the paradoxes of Rhodesian and Zimbabwean history ia that too much 
attention in both regimes may have been paid to the skilled worker. For different 
reason•, but with the 1ame effect. We have already noted that journeyman •kill va• 
in deliberately short 1upply in the colonial period, with the ce1ult that employers 
actively began to circumvent European 1kill by fragmented African semi-skill. With 
Independence, the new g~vernment naturally regarded the Af ricanization of 
apprentice1hip a• one of its first targets, but arguably has paid almost as much 
attention to controlling thi• particular tiny cadre a1 did quite different forces 
in the colonial era. The result has been the continuation of the tendency towards 
the use of fragmented labour which was seen earlier. European journeyman unions 
were the thorn in the flesh of the colonial employer; the regul&tions, 
centralization and paraphenalia surrounding predominantly African apprenticeship is 
a thorn in the flesh of the Independence employer. Accordingly the attraction• of 
other forms of labour became clear. 

The fascination with the Africanization of 1kill we noticed lea to the 
development of four 1killed worker cla1se1 1 to the notion of upgrade training, ana 
to ideas about a national grading sy1tem of labour. This topic is larae enough for 
several research projects, but it would appear that the national dissemination of 
the skilled worker categories has not made a great difference to the composition of 
the modern sector labour force, exce~t at the margins. We have noted that the 
reclassification and trade te1ting process has encompassed between 10- and 12,UOu 
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since Independence, but it should be remembered from the National Manpower Survey 
that there were allegedly 176,000 seai-skilled and half a million unskilled in the 
for.al sector in 1981. Not to mention the s.ich larger numbers in the agricultural 
and informal economy. 

There has been some prog=e•• in SOiie industries in accOlllllOdating traditional 
industry-specific job categories to the new order, but there appears to have been 
little analysis of what has transpired in this process. We have noted already that 
th .ator trade sought to squeeze most, but not all of its existing categories intu 
the new grades. The classification process bas not been finished but there are a 
little over 1,000 journeymen (employers and employees), so.e 700 in the band that 
aigbt correspond to the new classes 2 and 3, and some 10,000 in the lowest 
categories, which would include the new claas 4, the unclassified workshop hands, 
garage attendants etc. etc. 

A quite different process bas gone on in the building industry. They have 
retained their traditional worker grades, running from l up to 4; there is then a 
category which is allowed to do certain elements of skilled work; finally there 
are the government's four skilled worker classes. These two groups of workers ~ave 
two quite different job ptraaids: the worker grade pyramid has a huge base 
Cl0,600) and a saall top600), while the skilled worker pyramid stands on it 
head: its base is tiny (250) and its top (class 1) is quite large (2,200). Indeed 
the shape of the skilled worker classes is 11e>re in the shape of a T, since all the 
classes except class l are 400 or less. There is a further group of 2,000 
approximately lying in between. 

These two very different industries thus illustrate very diverse approaches to 
the process of recategorization, and they underline the fact that classification 
cannot be separated from the existing r~~ations of produ~tion. Equally it is 
possible to reclassify skilled operators (or operatives) as skilled workers, 
without this altering the nature of the work. Or it can be done in a way that c~n 
emphasize new career tracks, upgrading possibilities etc. On the other hand, the 
whole exercise cannot be carried on without paying some considerable attention to 
the pay levels, existing technology in the industry, and to the education and skill 
levels of those alraady in post. 

In the engineering industry, the process of skill fragmentation has gone 
rather far, and the present situation is buttressed by collective bargaining 
agreements aoout skilled worker and graded job categories. The industry has also 
been one of the early ones to apply the Paterson job evaluation system to the whole 
system. This is a job evaluation scheme which is rather widespread in Zimbabwe 
(being originally introduced by Anglo-American, and based on Prof. Paterson of 
Strathclyde University, Scotland). It breaks all jobs down into six bands of 
decision making: Policy-making; Programaing; Interpretive; Routine or Process; 
Automatic or Operative; and finally, Defined. The non-existent and automatic 
bands start with A and B, then the system goes up through the alphabet to F. lJ...I 

A glance at the Collective Bargaining Agreement (1985) for this industry which 
brings together no l~•• than 80 pages of graded job categories illustrates the way 
in which these are spread across the A and B grades, with a scattering of Ca. 18/ 
There is nothing particularly sinister about any of this, but it must be remembered 
that a job evaluation system works by judging the skill ~r decision-making content 
of jobs as they exist. It stands to re•son that the Paterson 1yetem w•• applied to 
a situation which, as we have said, was already characterized by a long-1tanding 
proce•• of fragmenting 1ki1 in the colonial period. It could therefore be argued 
that job evaluarion sy1terr reinforce and 1olidify the exi1ting relation• of 
production. The1e are of .vur1e alto powerfully affected by deci1iona about 
technology. But it mutt be borne in mind that the concern• and preoccupation• with 
skilled labour 1tatu1 may have meant that in1ufficient attention ha• been 1iven by 
1over4taent to the cla11ificati~n of other worker•. 
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It goe• without •aying that an in-service training syste~ predicated on a 
fragmented •kill base i• likely to be rather different from one that examines anew 
the proce••es of job mobility within job categories. 

(ii) In-service training provisicn in the private and parastatal sectors 

It is impossible to generalize about the provision of in-plant training in 
Zimbabwe. The scale runs froa groups like Anglo-American whose annual estimate of 
'training aan days' is costed at 4.5 ai!lion dollars, to groups with purpose-built 
training complexes (ZESA with French technical assistance), to systems where there 
is virtualiy no off-the-job training at all. It is only sensible here to indicate 
a few of the trend•, e•pecially those that aight be important for NAMACO and other 
training policy group• to be aware of. 

One of the first of these has been a realization that the educational level of 
the workforce can now progressively rise, as increasingly the ordinary applicant 
for work will be •ome kind of fora IV product. Some of the more training-conscious 
firas are currently developing training systems that bring directly into the 
company young people from school, and expose thea on a contract basis to the rough 
and tuable of unskilled work on the shop floor before making a very careful 
decision about those with talent and flair and those without. Such h~ndpicked 
groups (who •urvive company selection procedures after one or two contract periods) 
are then introduced to training courses which in many cases have been given a great 
deal of thought. 

The•e are ab•olutely distinct from the old practices of learning on the job, 
and are also very different from the apprentice system. They involve, 
interestingly enough, a high degree of learner self-direction, in which trainees 
work their way through course maps, career track• and follow purpose built 
manuals. The emphasis has to be on a relatively high degree of literacy, and on 
self-pacing, adjusted to the intelligence and motivation of the trainee. This is 
certainly true of the 'learner directed training' scheaes, which are now running in 
parallel with the apprenticeship system in one or two sites. And in a different 
way, much of this applies to the Criterion Referenced Instruction (CR!) which has 
come in via some of the mining companies, but is now spreading out into other 
industry sectors. 19/ 

This latter system comes from USA (Mager Associates, Arizona), and its 
strength and attraction as an in-service training system are that it seeks to work 
backwards from precisely what a particular job requires in knowledge and 
performance to specify the exact ways in which those dzsired behaviours can be 
defined and tested. CRI is not concerned with frills (what are termed 
'nice-to-knows' in the jargon), but with the very precise specification of wnat 
terminal behaviours are required, and what earlier skills are essential to ensure 
satisfactory performance of the terminal objective. The system is thus concerneG 
with building up a whole aeries of graduated performance checks that will ensure 
that a particular final operation is done to perfection. In this sense it has some. 
important implications for training officers who are beset with problems of 
slipshod work, inadequate maintenance schedules, or with youngsters who are 
overtrained or undertrained. It offers by contrast a vision of a world whe~e th~ 
maintenance mechanic for a particular sub-system will have mastered all that needs 
to be known and done in order to do a particular job to perfection - ~not~ing 
more. 

It may be something of a caricature to suggest that CRI and similar 
ma•tery-learning systemt are nece••arily very restrictive; they obviously could be 
applied to higher levels of performance, includin& apprentice 1kill1. Their 
peculi~r attraction however i• in the ideal of ma1tery, accuracy, and cost 
efficiency. Why bother •pending 4 year• learning 10 time• more than can be applied 
on the 1hopf loor? 
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Aa far aa their atatua in Zimbabwe ia concerned, theae systems certainly do 
qualify for very aerioua attention from the bodies like NAMACO and its specialist 
trade coaaitteea when these get eventually aet up. They are important because they 
do take very aeriously the learning needs of workers at many levels. it is 
understood, in fact, that CRI, for inatance, baa been in principle approved by the 
Directorate of Induatrial Training as qualifying for rebate. This could be an 
important precedent for aeveral of the other in-service training syste .. which are 
coming on to the .. rket. Many of theae in fact offer a better deal for the 
operator or seai-akilled worker than what waa there before. But it would be 
entirely appropriate for auch acheaes to be openly discusaed at the training policy 
cnmaittees, and for care to be taken about how they do and do not interaect with 
the apprenticeship training aystea and with the YTC aystea. It do.!a aeeaa likely 
that this kind of diacuaaion does have to take place on an industry by industry 
basis, which .. kea it even aore crucial that the representational and consultative 
mechanisaa attached to NAMACO get off the ground. 

In examining the diversity of training aystema that ~ndustries as different as 
textiles and clothing, building and automotive are currently developing, it aeeaa 
essential that the whole process of judging, accrediting and monitoring be uot 
something that is done by government alone, but increasingly involve all three .. in 
parties (government, employers and workers' representatives). It would seea that 
the last of these three groups have until this point been conspicuous by their 
absence from many of the debates about training. 

The tendency to regard the development of training systems by induatry as 
something necessarily antagonistic to governmental initiatives in training aoes 
seem unfortunate. This adveraarial dimension is probably accentuated by the 
absence of a document that looks coolly and ateadfastly across the entire training 
policy domain. Such a document (which might be the product of a high level 
Coaaission on the Vocational Preparation of Young People) would be able to look at 
the complementarities of government'• preaent initiatives with industry'• 
initiative•, as well as at the rationales for particular industries developing 
virtually self-reliant training systems. This kind of consultative document would 
also be able to examine the scope for some of the really major training centres of 
both government, coaaerce and industry becoming resources for surplus capacity 
training - in the manner of the Railways Training School in Bulawayo. 

C. In-service training and education in the informal economy: the challenge to 
schools and to formal training institution• 

The last aection of this paper contains a few observations on in-service 
training and education 1een from the per1pective of the client, and particularly 
those clients who are not situated in a major company with a whole apparatus of 
training officers, training manuals and ongoing training prograaaes. This group of 
potential client• may shortly constitute the bulk of all form IV leavers (since 
only a small proportion of these will get access to any-of the ayste111 we have thus 
far been preoccupied with). It must also includ~ the growing numbers of young 
people currently working in the informal economy, and for whom there is no 
formalized access to in-service training or education. Since those working in the 
formal economy are predominantly male, this client group should contain a large 
number of young WOMn. 

The school system baa, since its virtual univeraalization at the secondary 
level, been apprised of the likely fa~~ of its products reaching form IV and 
leaving to face a variety of uncertain futures. The sheer absence of in-service 
training facilities for those who are not in service has meant that the Ministry ot 
Education has decided that the schools should at least in some Masure help their 
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pupils to anticipate the demands of a world without ready access to jobs, or work 
experience. Accordingly in the new structure and coLtent of education, there is a 
COlllllitment to offer in the pre-service mode some orientation to a world where 
100,000 young people will be competing for 1,000 apprenticeship slots. ~/ 

There are no easy remedies for this particular equation. Which is why it 1s 
almost certainly not the case that schools should follow one model of 
pre-vocati~nal preparation. There are already a number of models well known to the 
education policy comaunity: the education with proo2ction innovations of the 
ZIHFEP schools; the practical subjects done in the theoretical Cambridge mode; 
the emphasis on design technology with which several teachers are nov conversan.; 
and the aany 'grey area' vocational experiments in schools which the Ministry of 
Labour is currently interested in, following the St. Peter's model. In addition, 
there are low cost distance education models using technical kits, in the manner of 
ZIHSCI. 

In what is frankly a quite nev education situation, there is clearly no rooa 
(and indeed no evidence) to judge any of these models, in advance, as vocational 
school fallacies. But as they get planned, the planners need consciously to remind 
themselves that their priority cannot only be so to prepare school children that 
the handful who finally get apprenticeships manage to get a few months' remission 
of time. Their image of life after school must also include a picture of form IV 
pupils enterin~ some of the best known firms as contract workers at the very lov~•t 
level• (as nov), and having the opportunity to prove the1111elves by their attitudes 
and orientation to the practical etc. No question here of negotiating reais1ion of 
anything, but of getting a chance to start at the bottom and enter some of the 
company training progra111Des. But the vision of work after form IV must also 
include, reali1tically, the work situation and training options of those in the 
informal economy, whether in cities or in smaller town1. 

There has been no work done at all in Zimbabwe on the pattern of in-service 
training and educati~n of those who are currently engaged in self-employment or 
wage labour in the infurmal economy. Nor bas there been any 1ignificant attention 
given to other workers in both private and public 1ector who are very far from 
being considered al candidates for ZIMDEV rebates as articled clerks, learner 
miner• or whatever. But what is 1urprising about even the mo1t 1uperficial 
examination of in-iervice training among1t what could be called ordinary workers, 
or the working poo:, i1 how dedicated large number• of them are to •elf-improvement. 

Amongst a random sample of snme 50 young people working in the informal 
economy with their familie1, in co-operative• or on their own account, by far the 
majority were engaged in profe11ional development. Some had been to Oxyco to the 
Welding Skill• Centre, other• were planning to attend Mbare's variou1 vocational 
training centre•, other• again were enrolled on small bu1ines1 course• with some of 
the many correspondence colleges and tutorial college•. Some had beard tell of 
Belvedere and M1a1a and were wondering how to get acces1. But in the main they had 
already a rather developed map of in-1ervice provision that could be acc0111DOdated 
to their very full working time• (u1ually 6 or / days a week at the workplace). 

In 1ome way• the characteristic• of thi1 map of in-1ervice training ana 
education are v~ry different from the model• with which we have been concernea 
earlier in thi1 paper. lt1 principal feature• are that in-1ervice tra1n1ng or 
education needs to take place outsiae working houri, that it• pace need1 to be in 
the control of the client and not the in1titution offering it, and that it may need 
to depend on aelf-learning rather than direct in1truction. Paradoxically, the very 
thing• which the public 1ector in1titution1 currently find it harde1t to deliver -
tuition in the evenins• or at weekends, are the very thing• that the private 
vocational training centres and the correspondence 1chool1 often find ea1iest. In 
the current crisi1 of in1tructor1 at the technical colleges, the hardest slot• to 
fill are tho1e for the evening cl•••••· 
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As the schools begin to shar~en up the meanings of pre-service preparation for 
the facilitation of later patterns ~f continuing education and training, they could 
do worse than analysing what several thousands of form IV leavers are actually 
studying and learning off-the-job (and without jobs) in Zimbabwe in 1987. The 
question could then be asked whether the sr.hoola could anticipate some of this, and 
thus ease the transition from full-time study to part-time study. 

In such an economy of job scarcity, the schools will be very ill-advised to 
nail their colours to a particular mast, a particular vocational syllabus, which 
will have the approval of any single authority. Their obligation, r&ther, may be 
to orient young people to what the opportunity structure is real~y like after 
form IV. What is a VTC? What possibility of apprenticeship? What is the work and 
study pattern of the DDF centres? What are some of the names of approved 
correspondence colleges? How can one take Pitman's whilst still at school? In one 
way, the most effective vocational preparation of young people would be an 
absolutely first rate text, annually revised, which showed who went where after 
school, and how many people applied for what options. That could be more 
vocational than the struggle to buy one lathe. 

On the other hand, schools should expect to help children orient themselves ~o 
the practical, to the mechanical, to the exploratory, and to the technological. 
There must be just a little bit of truth in industry's criticisms of youngsters as 
insufficiently conditioned to technology. But this kind of familiarity with the 
technical need not be attempted only via technical subjects as conventionally 
conceived. It could as readily be acquired by 'tinkering' over the whole four 
years of secondary on a single project in applied science or design technology. lf 
youngsters in school were exposed to a critical examination of informal sector 
technology, through work experience visits, or through group projects, they could 
well acquire a perspective on technological adaptation which would be very 
different from trying to follow an old vocational curriculum in a non-vocational 
setting. 

The importance of situating the analysis of the national prov1s1on of 
in-service training and education finally within this user perspective is precisely 
because this potential clientele is much larger and more diverse than the small 
numbers getting the full advantage of the rebate system at the country's national 
institutions. This potential clientele may only be able to afford a few months of 
car mechanics, evenings only, or a few days of welding instruction. Hence in the 
accreditation and monitoring of the fortunately many private, co111Dunity 1 and NGO 
training centres b7 the Ministries of Education and Labour, it must be remembered 
that the in-service needs of tens of thousands of young people (and adults) are 
being served by the present system. There is an urgent need for the State to 
develop its own ~pparatus of evening courses in all its major teaching 
institutions, from university to college to VTC. Many thousands of students would 
turn to such facilities once they became more of a going concern. But as the ~tate 
moves more in this kind of direction, there i1 certainly much to be learned from 
the present pattern of low cost, user-oriented in-service training and education, 
available through the welter of small and large colleges. 

In conclusion 

We .. nd with a quotation and a comment: 

meanwhile the Authority is becoming increasingly convinced that there is a 
need for centralized co-ordinated control of all training efforts throughout 
the country. There are many well-meaning organizations entering the training 
field but some appear to have inadequate objectives, with consequent 
di11ipation of finance and effort. Lack of co-ordination and overall 
direction is leading to duplication of effort and individuals are being 
tantalized by training which in many cases will not fit them for the 
.. ployment which they seek. .!!,/ 
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Thia quotation ia taken from the first page of the Annual Report of the 
Apprenticeship Trainin and Skilled Kan ower Develo ment Authorit for the ear 
ende lat December l 76. Ten years ago the Apprenticeship Authority was 
apparently frustrated at bow much training was going on that they were not able to 
control. It was in many ways a good thing that they were unable to control so many 
of the independent training initiatives, since there was precious little training 
available through the formal channels. Today, of course, things are very 
different, but it is still the case that fully subsidized vocational training is 
for the few rather than the many. For the foreseeable future, the State is 
unlikely to be able to afford to organize in-service training for the many, but as 
its own capacity increases, it will become increasingly important to be aware of 
the totality of in-service training and education offered by different bodies, and 
to be able sensitively to examine and plan for complementarities. 

Harare, 28th July 1987 



. 
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III. !peroved Project• 

l. DC/DP/BRA/82/020 Ketrology, standardization and industrial quality -
Phase I and II 

Completed 1987 
Total: $782,712 

The immediate objectives of the project are (a) to consolidate the 
national metrology, standardization and industrial quality system, 
focusing in the two phases of the project on special product lines; 
(b) accelerate industrial standardization activities at the national 
level; (c) prOllOte the use of standardization quality control and 
quality certification at the industrial level; (d) enlarge scientific, 
industrial metrological services in the country; and (e) accelerate the 
national metrication process for industry and commerce. 

The project was the subject of an in-depth evaluation in November 1986. 
A new project proposal was suggested to concentrate on industrial 
quality. The project activities were ended in June 1987. 

2. DP/BRA./82/030 Consolidation of the existing capacity of the Institute of 
Food Technolo (ITAL) throu h the creation of a National Food Pecka in 

ntre 

Completed 1986 
Total: $783,959 

The aims of the project are to identify the structure of and business 
trends in the main food and food processing industry markets consuming 
primary and secondary packaging; to quantify the current (1982) 
consumption of packaging materials and package types in each of the food 
and food processing industry markets identified above; to identify the 
structure of the packaging industry; to evalu~te the long-term trends 
(to 1990) in the consumption of these trends; and to generate capacity 
for institutional technical assistance to packaging manufacture and user 
industries. 

3. DP/BRA/82/002 Enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulosic materials and production 
of other liquid fuels from biomass 

Associated Agency: FAO 
Completed 1986 
Total: $467,248 




